Awareness and Skill Development Workshop in **BAMBOO**: Importance, Needs and Responses.
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Global Warming!!!
HOW?
By consciously Switching over to Bamboo at every step of life.

Step far out from Biz flash i.e. Metals, Plastics, Glass, Sawn Timber, Cement and the City.
“How about a new RELIGION?”

“BAMBOOISM”
Writing, thinking, teaching, singing – how this wonder Grass catches CO2 from air-taking a little from the eternal life giver-the SUN, converts poison CO2 to versatile BAMBOO.

*Planting in non traditional areas in every continent/Country/Valley/Hill/Roadside/Farms

*Rewriting all Constitutions, Laws, Bylaws, Codes, Ten Commandments---- “Bamboo SAVES”

*Rewriting all textbooks for engineers focusing Bamboo as first choice material.

Create the FINAL GREEN Revolution
How BY Legislating ??

Illegalize wasteful overuse of Bamboo.

“ Rational Use- Waste Not- Want Not”

Bamboo Processing Correct Techniques simply/rationally/practically -- Primary School onward .

Peacekeeping, Immunization, Diplomacy,
“WMD”, “Regime Changes”— all can wait.

“BAMBOO to save all on earth
– Foremost Challenge to humanity!
* Abundance of **Bamboo**

*Limit migration of Rural Youth from North East Indian Villages by generating self employment through Bamboo.

*Revenue generation through Rural Tourism.

*Initiating **Blue Economy**.

*Complete solution to **GLOBAL WARMING**.

*Technical knowhow.
Awareness generating and Skill Development Workshops in Bamboo
A Rural Enterprise formed as a result of Awareness and Skill Development Workshop in Darrang Dist Mangaldai, Assam, India.
Lessons learnt in through recent works:

It is possible to Build a family home with 10 Bamboos for $100— including comfortable healthy furniture.
It is possible to do with 1/4th in every Bamboo Application.

Use Engineering at every walk in life.
Bamboo will enable humanity to go to Wuthering Heights in Synergy with the digital revolution!
As this bamboo bike from 1896 (in Prague's Technical Museum) shows, bamboo has been used for bike building nearly as long as bikes have been in the mainstream. That's not surprising -- bamboo's lightweight, hollow structure and strength lend itself well to the bike.
Bill Gates’ newest dream to recycle sewage to safe drinking water will be a reality via Bamboo all within his lifetime.
Down with Global Warming!!!

Long live the GREEN EARTH!!

Long healthy life to you all !!

THANK YOU!

Email: abc.kankana@gmail.com